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The FAANG pilot project FR-AgENCODE

FR-AgENCODE: the french pilot project of FAANG from INRA
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Step 1: animal and tissue sampling

4 animals per species

40+ tissues per animal
Liver, CD4+ T cells, CD8+ T cells, sperm, plasma, 
heart, lung, skin, fat, duodenum, ileum, jejunum, 
cerebellum, frontal lobe, olfactory bulb, trigeminal 
ganglia, hypotalamus, pancreas, andrenals, 
kidney, muscle, bone, joints, spleen, lymphatic 
nodes, peyer's patches, ovary, oocytes, oviduct, 
uterus, mammary gland, acini, testis, seminal 
vesicle, etc.

2,000+ frozen samples

Protocols and BioSamples 
entries at the EMBL-EBI

Samples available at the INRA 
Bridge/CRB-anim biobank
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Step 2: the molecular assays

from www.illumina.com

Rao et al, Cell, 2014

RNA-seq: transcriptome profiling

ATAC-seq: chromatin accessibility

Hi-C: chromosome conformation
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Step 2: the molecular assays

RNA-seq:
~5B read pairs

Hi-C
~2B read pairs

ATAC-seq:
~3B read pairs

>80% of experiments completed



Step 3: data analysis
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Bioinformatics pipelines

Data integration and comparison

Statistical analyses

(HiC-Pro)
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Hi-C detailed workflow
- Trim reads (ligation site)
- Map on reference genome
- Discard inconsistent pairs
- Count reads in pairs of genomic 
   bins & generate contact matrix
- Normalize contact matrix 
  (non parametric, matrix balancing)
- Generate html report
- Identify Topological Associated 
  Domains, cis and trans interactions
- Identify A and B compartments

Software
- HiC-Pro pipeline (Servant et al 2015)
- Bowtie2 mapping (Langmead et al, 2009)
- ICE normalization (Imakaev et al, 2012) 
- HiTC display and A/B comp. (Servant et al, 2012)
- HiFive pipeline (Sauria et al, 2015)
- Armatus TAD finding (Filippova et al, 2014)
- Juicebox browser (Durand et al, 2016) 

Step 3: data analysis

Bioinformatics pipelines

(HiC-Pro)
Servant et
al., 2015



Data overview: RNA-seq & ATAC-seq



Results: the transcriptomic landscape

most of all the known transcripts are detected in liver and T cells

reference annotation can be extended by a factor 2 to 3

most of the new transcripts are alternative isoforms of coding genes
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Results: the transcriptomic landscape

most of all the known transcripts are detected in liver and T cells

reference annotation can be extended by a factor 2 to 3

most of the new transcripts are alternative isoforms of coding genes

differential expression between liver and T cells: 

most of the genes are Differentially Expressed (DE)
DE genes have consistent GO functions

liver > T cells T cells > liver



Results: the transcriptomic landscape

Samples cluster first by tissue, then by species

Hierarchical clustering using orthologous genes
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Results: the chromatin accessibility landscape

75,000-150,000 accessibility sites by species (~2-4% of the genome)

Most of them are intergenic & intronic

Promoter accessibility: max within 1Kb upstream of gene starts

Comparative analysis between liver and T cells

5,000 to 13,000 sites are Differentially Accessible (DA) by species
more Transcription Factor 
Binding Sites in DA vs. 
non-DA sites
 

=> support for a regulatory role
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Chromatin structure & 3D genome

A/B 
compartments

(~n x Mb)

TADs
Topologically 

Associating Domains 
(n x 0.1 Mb)

Shlyueva et al, Nat. Rev. Genet., 2014

regulatory loops
(N x Kb)

open, active

closed, inactive

Giorgetti et al., 2013, Genome Biol.

nuclear genome 
(a few Gb)

regulators 
(enhancers, TFBS… n x 100bp)



Data overview: the Hi-C interaction matrix

Sus scrofa
chrom #1

pig #1

0

genomic position (Mb)

genomic 
position 

(Mb)

274.3

274.3
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The A/B (epi)genome compartments

Sus scrofa
chrom #2
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The A/B (epi)genome compartments
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RNA-seq
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The A/B (epi)genome compartments

Gene distribution in A/B compartments

Goat: 7844 genes in A (65.5%) vs. 4133 in B (34.5%)
Chicken: 4571 genes in A (64.0%) vs. 2576 in B (36.0%)
Pig: 6737 genes in A (63.4%) vs. 3883 in B (36.6%)



The A/B (epi)genome compartments

Gene distribution in A/B compartments

Goat: 7844 genes in A (65.5%) vs. 4133 in B (34.5%)
Chicken: 4571 genes in A (64.0%) vs. 2576 in B (36.0%)
Pig: 6737 genes in A (63.4%) vs. 3883 in B (36.6%)

Focusing on orthologous genes: compartments across species

“A” in the 3 species “B” in the 3 species
expected: 1529 genes (26.7%) expected: 259 genes (4.5%)
observed: 2972 genes (51.9%) observed: 611 genes (10.7%)
(N=5728 orthologous genes with an assigned compartments in the 3 species)

conservation of 
genome compartments

=> evidence of
functional role



Topologically Associating Domains (TADs)

Li et al, 2016, Scientific Reports

Sus scrofa



Topologically Associating Domains (TADs)

Sus scrofa



Topologically Associating Domains (TADs)

Identify “orthologous” TAD boundaries 
(between 2 or 3 species):

N = 16,468 non ambiguous hits
10,805 from 1 species => level zero

5592 from 2 species    => level one
71 from 3 species        => level two

Compute interaction score across
TAD boundaries of each level
(the lower the score, the 
 stronger the insulation)



Topologically Associating Domains (TADs)

Identify “orthologous” TAD boundaries 
(between 2 or 3 species):

N = 16,468 non ambiguous hits
10,805 from 1 species => level zero

5592 from 2 species    => level one
71 from 3 species        => level two

Compute interaction score across
TAD boundaries of each level
(the lower the score, the 
 stronger the insulation)

conserved TAD 
boundaries have 

stronger insulations

Orthology level of TAD boundary (# species)
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Conclusion

The FR-AgENCODE project contributes to the FAANG action

Substantial extension of the transcriptional map

Identification of potential regulatory sites with accessible chromatin

Integrative analysis across assays and/or across species: 

a powerful approach to investigate gene expression

Chromatin conformation is under selective pressure at various 

organizational levels: accessibility sites, TADs & compartments

Structure Function

Conservation
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